


About  NAR GourmetAbout  NAR Gourmet

Since 2007, NAR Gourmet has pursued a single mission: to bring the rich, healthy bounty of handcrafted Turkish foods and ingredients to the world. 
NAR Gourmet’s trusted farmers and artisans use all-natural, traditional methods to create exceptionally pure, flavorful products, from single estate and single 
variety olive oils and seasonal preserves to natural vinegars and organic spices. Each one of NAR Gourmet’s offerings captures the essence of Turkey’s fertile, 
sun-drenched Anatolian heartland, and is a vivid reflection of a particular region of the Mediterranean coast, one of the most ecologically diverse growing regions 
in the world. Supporting variety and honoring tradition, NAR Gourmet is the gift of true taste from the Mediterranean, bringing wonders of this region to your life.

NAR Gourmet products are available in over the most 600 discerning locations in Turkey, including the Four Seasons Hotel, Aman Resort and top gourmet 
food retailers. In 2013, NAR Gourmet Incorporation has been founded  that has been an immediate hit with over 20 specialty food retailers in the United States.
Nar Gourmet has also been scaled up to expand its distribution to other international destinations including Canada, Japan, China and Arab Emirates. 



NAR Gourmet products are all approved by 
Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

CertificatesCertificates



NAR Gourmet works with IMO for the security
and the control of its organic products. IMO  is
an internationally accredited Swiss certification
institute.

Besides, NAR Gourmet products have KOSHER 
certification.

CertificatesCertificates



NAR Gourmet has ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 22000 : 2005 certificates.
ISO 9001 is an internationally recognized Quality Management System.This certificate implies that organization’s product and services
are produced in accordance with internationally accepted stardards.

ISO 22000 is a systematic 
preventive approach to food
safety that addresses physical,
chemical and biological hazard
as a means of prevention rather
than finished product inspection
and providing 
Quality Management System

CertificatesCertificates
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Early Harvest Extra Virgin Early Harvest Extra Virgin Olive Oil

The single-varietal prized Ayvalik olives used to make this oil are painstakingly hand-harvested 
at the earliest sign of ripeness, when their color is darkening from green to purple. The young 
fruit is cold-pressed within six hours of the harvest in order to preserve its natural flavors, 
creating an oil with incomparable brightness and intensity. Our Early Harvest oil has garnered 
awards at multiple juried competitions, including New York International Olive Oil Competition
(NYIOOC) ,Terra Olivo in Israel, Olive China, and Olive Japan. It’s also listed prominently in 
Italy’s prestigious Flos Olei Catalogue, as one of the region’s best olive oils. This EVOO is ideal 
for salads, cold appetizers and even breakfast dishes. 



Organic Extra Virgin Olive OilOrganic Extra Virgin Olive Oil

The USDA certified organic olive oil is made using fully sustainable growing and processing methods. 
This oil bears the stamp of approval of Ecocert, one of Europe’s largest and most respected organic 
certification organizations. As delicious as it is healthy, this product creates a new benchmark for the 
crafting of organic olive oil, from tree to bottle. Use the Organic EVOO as a salad dressing on your 
favorite pasta dish or a piece of bread.



Naturally Flavored Olive OilsNaturally Flavored Olive Oils

For these subtly nuanced seasoning oils, hand-picked olives are cold-pressed at the same time with all-natural fruits, vegetables and herbs which have been 
cultivated from various regions – from lemon to rosemary to chili pepper—to create exquisite flavor combinations.

Acidity          : Max. 0.8
Olive Variety : Ayvalık
Process         : Cold Extraction with herb, fruit and vegetable



Also Available ( 100ml & 200ml )

Naturally Flavored Olive OilsNaturally Flavored Olive Oils

*Lemon
*Rosemary
*Basil
*Oregano
*Garlic
*Chili Pepper

*Mandarin
*Bergamot
*Bay Leaf
*Green Pepper
*Red Pepper
*Orange



Pistachio Oil & Hazelnut Oil Pistachio Oil & Hazelnut Oil 

Pistachio Oil
Known to connoisseurs throughout the world, Turkish pistachios have an 
exceptionally intense, complex flavor concentrated in a perfect, tiny package. 
The oil-rich nuts lend their singular character to ice creams and other sweets, 
as well as to savory meat, fish, and vegetable dishes. This 100 percent 
pure, preservative-free oil is pressed using an innovative method that
preserves all of the nut’s healthful Omega 3 and Omega 6 fatty acids 
while sacrificing none of its nuanced flavor. Use the oil as a seasoning for 
vegetables or fish, or as a base for earthy marinades and delicious salad 
dressings—or in any dish that calls for a rich, nutty taste.

Hazelnut Oil 
Turkey is the world’s number one producer of hazelnuts, accounting for nearly three-quarters of 

all the hazelnuts consumed across the globe. No other country harbors such ideal growing 
conditions for this flavorful, versatile nut. We craft this all-natural, preservative-free oil from 

nuts harvested from the highlands along Turkey’s Black Sea coast. The oil is extracted using 
an innovative pressing method that preserves the nut’s heart-healthy “good” fats while 

sacrificing none of its rich flavor. More than conventional cooking oils, our hazelnut oil adds 
a unique depth to salads and other fresh preparations, uniting all the dish’s ingredients into 
a harmonious whole. Try it drizzled over pasta or grilled fish, or use it to enhance the flavor 

of baked desserts, especially ones made with hazelnut’s natural soul-mate: chocolate.



Jams & MarmaladesJams & Marmalades

Not only do the flavors of NAR Gourmet’s handcrafted foods capture the essence of a 
place—Turkey’s rich, fertile Anatolian heartland—they literally preserve the essence of a 
season. The fruit that goes into our all-natural jams and marmalades is carefully 
hand-selected and and-picked at the very peak of ripeness, not a moment sooner or later. 
This means that no matter what time of year it is, tasting our preserves is like tapping 
into the most luscious fresh flavors of the Mediterranean seasons.

NAR Gourmet’s rich jams and marmalades are single-varietal products, made with fruits 
cultivated from a single micro-region and often a single orchard or grove. This makes each 
product a direct reflection of a distinct region of Anatolia, one of the world’s most bio-diverse 
and geographically variegated growing regions.

Every one of the different varieties of NAR Gourmet preserves—from orange peel and 
sour cherry to Anatolian apricot and fig—is 100 percent preservative- and additive-free, 
crafted using traditional slow-cooking methods that honor many generations’ worth of 
Turkish artisanship. Ensuring NAR Gourmet’s high standards are met during production, 
every step of the process is meticulously monitored with a single goal: to preserve the bright, 
vivid flavors of the fruit at its peak of perfection. It’s Mediterranean sunshine in a jar.



Special Jams & MarmaladesSpecial Jams & Marmalades

Jams 
-Orange Peel
-Mixed Berries
-Raspberry
-Lemon Peel
-Orange
-Bergamot Peel
-Blueberry
-Baby Fig
-Blackberry
-Sour Cherry
-Strawberry
-Mulberry

Bergamot Peel Mixed Berries

Orange PeelStrawberry 

Marmalades
-Mandarin
-Apricot
-Peach
-Quince
-Fig

Also Available ( 30g & 250g )



Natural VinegarsNatural Vinegars

American food-lovers are awakening to a truth that Mediterranean cooks have known for 
generations: handcrafted vinegars, just like olive oils, can bring incredible nuance and depth 
to all kinds of foods, both as a cooking ingredient and as a seasoning. NAR Gourmet’s 
line of all-natural fruit vinegars—including apple, mulberry, red wine and white wine—strike 
a delicate balance between tart acidity and warm fruit flavors that will enliven a wide 
range of dishes.

-Apple
-White Wine
-Red Wine
-Black Mullberry



Organic SpicesOrganic Spices

Cooks in the Mediterranean have always relied on dried herbs to enhance the flavor of 
both cooked and fresh dishes, and NAR Gourmet honors that heritage with its own line 
of naturally air-dried herbs, including Organic Rosemary, Organic Oregano, and 
Organic Thyme. NAR Gourmet’s organic dried herbs retain the essential flavors
and inspiring aromas of their fresh counterparts.

-Rosemary
-Bay Leaf 
-Basil (milled)
-Oregano (milled)
-Thyme (milled)
-Cummin
-Sesame
-Sumac (milled)
-Chili Pepper
-Mint (milled)



NAR GOURMET INC.
349 5th Avenue, Suite# 617
New York, NY 10016 USA

P. 917 336 08 18
F. 917 591 47 66


